International de la Photographie (fixe et animée).
2 Though never realised the mooted international centre for the still and moving image was founded in a widely-held belief in the ability of photography (and visual media derived from this technology, like film and television)
to communicate across boundaries of language and nation. This article examines the conception of photography as a universal language and its significance in the field of postwar international relations through the campaigns and publications of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).
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La o u auté hu ai e: Al u "pé ial du e A i e sai e des Natio s U ies , Photo-Monde, 49-50 (1955) .
2 I a epo t to the Ge e al Co fe e e of , the dates e e gi e as to Ma 'epo t of the Director-General on the Activities of the O ga izatio i , <http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0016/001608/160875eb.pdf> [accessed 27 May 2013] ). The title given to the e e t i this offi ial do u e t as, The 'ole of Visual Aids i Mode Ci ilisatio . It as epo ted i the F e h edia Les e o t es i te atio al sû le ôle de l i age da s le i ilisatio o te po ai e et la éatio d u e t e i te atio al de la photog aphie fi e et a i ée , Photo-Monde, 47-48 (1955), 86-90) .
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The title of the French photo-magazine which published a special edition on "The Human Community" to mark the tenth anniversary of the UN suggests the ubiquity of the medium and the need to analyse its impact; Photo-Monde implies not simply photography of the world, but a world constituted by photography. An historical understanding of the pursuit of an internationalist agenda in the postwar world must address the intertwining of language, visual culture and ideas.
To do so, this article analyses two ideas mobilised as part of UNESCO's early efforts to shape a postwar international public sphere (world culture and world citizenship)
alongside two key publications (the Human Rights Exhibition Album and Children of Europe).
First of all, an examination of the visual culture of the postwar moment is required (with reference to the photo-magazine, UNESCO Courier) in order to explain how UNESCO's deployment of mass communication technologies had its roots in a wartime experience which gave rise to a discourse of international relations permeated with visual terms and figures of speech. This broader visual discourse includes one of the most widely discussed phenomena in the history of postwar photography, The Family of Man, curated by Edward
Steichen (who attended the UNESCO-sponsored colloquium on photography in 1955) and critiqued by Roland Barthes. However, as will be demonstrated, this prominent example and its familiar critique are insufficient models for a fine-grained historical analysis of the work of UNESCO. While in principle, it is possible to be committed to internationalism (a belief in the merits of organising international cooperation to address issues of human welfare) without committing to universalism (the belief that certain ideas, ideals or actions have universal validity), examination of the conception and deployment of photography as a universal language reveals that internationalism and universalism had a problematic relationship in the postwar debates and early campaigns of UNESCO. Overlapping and sometimes contradictory internationalist ideals expressed by the organisation and promoted through its strategy of mass communication entailed specific universalising assumptions or particular universal claims.
Mass Communication in the Postwar Moment: The Mirror and the Window
Benedict Anderson highlighted the printed word as fundamental to the establishment of national identities up to the nineteenth century by promoting a shared, standardised language. 7 At the start of the twentieth century, the advent of affordable reproduction of photographs greatly added to the resources of "print-capitalism" (the deployment of the printing press within a capitalist society) in creating "imagined communities" (intellectual and emotional bonds between individuals who may never meet, but consider themselves part of the same collective). The political mobilisation of modern media techniques was refined and advanced during the century's early decades. when it came to re-establishing a public sphere in defeated Germany, one of many public information initiatives undertaken by occupying Allied forces was the establishment of a -Match (1948-) . 18 The editorial stated that the publication would "serve as a window opening on the world of education, science and culture through which the schoolteacher in particular -for whom this publication is primarily conceived and prepared -and other Determinate choices frame the image, not as that of a particular young girl in a particular time and place, but as a metonym for human experience. Thus, the image of the girl is not so much universally comprehensible to all individuals through the universal language of photography; rather the individual's experience is universalised. The young girl on the cover symbolises human experience, but in this process of universalising, the specific details of her past, present and future fall away.
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Barthes's evaluation of this postwar visual discourse is compelling, but it has become a one-size-fits-all critique of humanist photography. This mode of representing is not simply facile or limiting, as Barthes suggests. At a UNESCO-sponsored event in 1955, writer and curator André Chamson expressed grave concern regarding an apparent public thirst for images. For Chamson, the invention of photography marked a radical shift in society's selfrepresentation and self-conception, comparable to the invention of the printing press, but with devastating potential. He described a tidal wave engulfing humanity which threatened to Cha so s o e ta as e tio ed i a edito ial dis ussi g The Family of Man. The editor notes
Cha so s st ide t o e ta , o l to follo it ith pu po tedl u de ia le platitudes: But even the severest critics do not seek to deny that photography has helped to enrich our lives, that it has given us a new vision of the world, and that it speaks a u i e sal la guage (UNESCO Courier, 2 (1956), 3). 27 Museum of Modern Art, The Family of Man (New York, 1955), 4. 13 in the following sections: one depicting cultural artefacts, the other picturing the human face.
UNESCO publications sought to frame cultural artefacts in a manner that would imply a shared heritage for a global imagined community (the window). UNESCO also used images of individuals to conjure a sense of shared humanity, presenting the human face and inviting identification with or recognition of it (the mirror). These metaphors also reveal the inescapable partiality or agency of modes of visualisation. An image is never simply a transparent medium or a faithful reflection. The window, like photography, frames a scene, excluding elements and accentuating that which is included. Similarly, the mirror distorts that which it depicts, reflecting a reversed image and reducing three dimensions to two. Both metaphoric characterisations of photography inadvertently highlight the constructed nature of the photograph, deconstructing the conception of photography as a universal language and suggesting instead that photography is a mode of visualising which produces constructed and intentional images. This discourse on photography as a universal language was underpinned by the conviction that photography was both a transparent and universally comprehensible means of expression. In actuality, this discourse entailed a constant slippage or cross-fertilisation between the circulation of visual material and figures of speech characterising the challenge of postwar peace-building in visual terms. While the majority of illustrations are divided into fourteen themes (each covering the historical struggle for a particular right or set of rights), the first two dozen images offer a But what are the ramifications of this visualisation of world culture; of synthesising through photography diverse cultural artefacts in an effort to forge an imagined global community? In short, culture is reified. It is viewed not as lived experience, but as a set of objects available for arrangement and exhibition. This is a decontextualising view of culture;
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photography is both a condition of its possibility and a tool of its realisation. Culture, refracted through the prism of photography, becomes a set of musealised artefacts, divorced from everyday life of 13,000BC and 1950AD alike. This conception entails an appropriation of culture and subsumes it into the categories of the museum: The implication is that it can only be understood and appreciated within this context, and that understanding and appreciation are the appropriate operations when faced with diverse cultures. However, in decontextualising cultural artefacts and placing them in a relation of equivalence with one another, the museum without walls created by the exhibition album does not respect diverse cultures or accommodate difference. UNESCO's instrumentalisation of cultural artefacts in the visualisation of a world culture rather imposes the divorce of culture from its bases in individual experience, suggesting particular fixed cultural identities as represented by the material on display. Synthesising diverse artefacts and ways of life into a unified visual narrative of civilisation's progress thus effectively denies both meaningful differences between communities and any change within them, in favour of the universal ideal.
As Alain Finkielkraut observes, a notion like world culture can have ramifications quite different from the emancipatory and peace-building intent which animated it:
At the same time in effect we [westerners] granted the "other" man his culture, we robbed him of his liberty. His very name vanished into the name of the 20 community. He became nothing more than an interchangeable unit in a whole class of cultural beings. He was supposed to be receiving an unconditional acceptance; in fact he was being denied any margin of manoeuvre, any means of escape.
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The visualisation of world culture may have been an effort to circumvent the dangerous nationalisms seen to be at the root of conflict and to underpin the promotion of the Universal Declaration. Its upshot, however, was not necessarily the construction of peace in the minds of men, but the questionable appropriation and instrumentalisation of culture. Moreover, not only do cultural identities become fixed, they are reduced to their visual aspects. In transforming diverse artefacts from diverse cultures into a catalogue of analogous images, rather than establishing a global museum, this photographic project ends up undermining its own enterprise. The album does not simply effect the "mass distribution" of the original exhibition; the artefacts themselves undergo a transformation in being reproduced as and reduced to images. In 1961, Hannah Arendt decried a crisis of culture precipitated by the advent of mass society. She criticised in particular the efforts of "a special kind of intellectuals, often well read and well informed, whose sole function is to organize, disseminate, and change cultural objects in order to persuade the masses that Hamlet can be as entertaining as My Fair Lady, and perhaps educational as well." 40 The resultant cultural products, Arendt feared, amounted not to education, but the take-over by the central attitude of mass society -"the attitude of consumption" -and the production of "mass Rather than world culture, Torres Bodet spoke in more measured terms of "international Predictably, in the publications which accompanied this effort photographs of children were prominent, and the postwar city was a setting particularly rich with significance. As Tara Zahra has noted, "Children were at the symbolic heart of efforts to reconstruct Europe in the aftermath of the Second World War." short photo-book, 10,000 copies of which had been produced by 1951.
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Seymour's photographs were also used in Courier, other UNESCO publications and in UNESCO sponsored exhibitions of the period. 51 The first image in the original photo-book ( fig. 7) shows three boys walking along a road bounded on both sides by rubble. Behind them, dominating the top two thirds of the image, are the jagged walls of war-ruined houses. Like the image's composition, the trilingual caption emphasises the devastated urban setting. It reads tersely, "Millions of children first knew life amid death and destruction." In another image, two children turn their empty cups to the camera imploringly questioningly (fig. 8 ).
The eyes of the children stare out from the book's pages with imploring expressions which
give the impression of meeting the viewer's gaze uncompromisingly. Through both the ruined setting and the children's faces, the images make a direct, emotional appeal, evoking sympathy and inviting the audience to identify with the children pictured. Captions in the first person plural echo the address of the images, commanding the viewer's attention by suggesting relationships of responsibility between the children ("we") and the viewer ("you").
One reads, "Orphaned, abandoned and bombed out … we struggle to live in the wreckage you have left us." The emotional appeal of the children's faces is also seconded by the book's preface. Described as a letter written by a seventeen-year-old, the text details the experience and the extent of the deprivation suffered by an estimated thirteen million children in war-devastated countries of the postwar period. 52 The suggestion of a series of one-to-one encounters (through image and text) works to forge a sense of community with 50 In his history of UNESCO published in 1951, Theodore Besterman noted that 10,000 copies of Children of Europe had already been printed and distributed (Besterman, 79). His volume was also illustrated with "e ou s i ages.
51 Twenty-three sets of images depicting the situation of child war victims were produced for exhibition and circulated internationally in 1949 (Valderrama, 55) . Given the date and the extensive use made by UNESCO of "e ou s i ages i e ta t pu li atio s, it is p o a le the e e i luded i this e hi itio .
attendant notions of responsibility, helping fulfil the photo-book's function as a fundraising document.
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In addition to this emotional appeal, the images of children had two important characteristics. Firstly, the child is framed as a symbol of the future. Despite the entreating expressions and desperate circumstances pictured, a positive tone ultimately prevails.
Following a visual adumbration of the problems, the imagery turns towards a positive look at solutions. Pictures of classes held under a tree or in the shadow of a burnt-out façade illustrate the state of makeshift schooling ( fig. 9 ), while other photographs depict children themselves engaged in the work of rebuilding schools. The privileged solution to the problem of youth postwar is education. The final caption is appears between a photograph of children dancing on the banks of a river across from new high-rise housing blocks and children's drawings on the back cover. It reads, "Share your world with us. We too shall be grown-up people in a few years. Do not abandon us a second time and make us lose forever our faith in the ideals for which you fought." Thus, Children of Europe charts a transition of the ruined cityscapes, from manifestations of past trauma to sites of potential. Against this symbolic backdrop, children represent the opportunity for a peaceful postwar future. Secondly, the youth question is represented as being outside, above or somehow disassociated from a given nation. Crucially, the attempt to establish relationships between viewer and viewed is based on a one-to-one encounter, not mediated by associations of nation and nationality.
The children are never identified solely as citizens of a particular nation. Rather, they are pictured undergoing a common difficult experience, somehow outside national boundaries. 
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As the cover of the tenth anniversary issue of UNESCO's flagship publication, figure   10 demonstrates the importance placed by UNESCO on the capacities of photography to visualise the organisation's utopian ambitions through a strategy of mass communication.
Likewise, a sense of excitement about the capacities of the camera to achieve an internationalist vision of youth was evident when Seymour's images were reproduced in 56 UNESCO Courier, 12 (1956) . Articles in this edition cover the issue of youth and education in detail, drawing on the World Survey of Education published by UNESCO in 1955. 57 The first image of the Human Rights Exhibition Album is similar, presenting a god s e e ie of Ea th and replicating an original installation in the Musée Galliéra exhibition in which a globe was suspended in a chamber at eye-level. The photograph and the visual device both enacted the one-world view mooted by
Willkie and espoused by Huxley (see n.43 above). 
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Encouraging viewers'
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These a e Child e of Eu ope , UNESCO Courier, 2 (1949), 6-9.
59 "e ou s photographs continued to be used in UNESCO publications in the following two decades, often ithout att i utio o detailed aptio s. These i ages also appea ed i the p ess e.g. Child e of Eu ope , Life, 27 December 1948, 13-; "i ist ati -Ve lo e e u d e gesse e Ki de Eu opas , Heute, 16 February 1949, 9-; The Ne Ge e atio , Illustrated, 12 March 1949, 1-7). When a number of them were reproduced in The Family of Man, they we e edited to Da id "e ou -Mag u , UNE"CO. The e e also emotional engagement, the visualisation of UNESCO's programme through the image of the child's face works to elicit a sense of community or obligation and thereby encourage support. These widely circulated images in the concerned mode thus constituted the face of UNESCO; or perhaps more accurately, these photographs epitomised Huxley's vaunted UNESCO point of view. They invited the viewer to acknowledge the child and recognise their plight, and in doing so the images worked to recruit people to a way of looking at and thinking about youth in the postwar period as a pressing and personalised concern. Children of Europe created an identity for UNESCO by performing a concerned gaze with which the organisation could be associated. Albeit quite distinct from the logo of the universalised Greek temple which looked to the past, Seymour's future-focused photographs constituted another public image of UNESCO in the conception and execution of which photographic representation was integral. Like the young girl on the cover of the first photo-magazine format issue of Courier, the children captured by Seymour as published in Children of Europe have become symbols rather than citizens. They are symbolic of need; they are a means to elicit funds; they facilitate the performance of the concerned gaze of UNESCO. But they are not themselves. Even the letter which served as preface, one suspects, is ghostwritten.
Moreover, while the emotional appeal of the images is direct, the role that the viewer can play in righting the injustice depicted is far from obvious. The implied idea of world citizenship as a means to forge a global imaged community is problematic. Citizenship suggests a set of rights assured by a sovereign state or other governmental body in exchange for the satisfaction of certain obligations on the part of the citizen. However, the discourse of world citizenship provides no clear framework for such a form of social justice. unofficial discourse of human rights has now overtaken the official one, with NGOs working to communicate with a global public and put pressure on governments and international organisations like the UN. Samuel Moyn has charted this movement from the postwar primacy of national self-determination to recognition that national sovereignty has to be intruded on to secure human rights. This "move from the politics of the state to the morality of the globe" has seen NGOs help redefine rights talk, aligning it much more closely with the sort of humanitarian initiative represented by the reconstruction effort with which Children of Europe was associated. 63 Arguably, to fully account for the course and impact of the human rights agenda since the Universal Declaration in 1948, it would be necessary to trace its relation to genres of image-making. As Susie Linfield suggests "photography has been central to fostering the idea that the individual citizen and the 'international community,' not the nation-state, is the final arbiter of human-rights crimes. It's impossible to imagine transnational groups such as Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, or Doctors without Borders in the pre-photographic age." 64 The uses of photographic imagery by UNESCO and other organisations operating on an international stage emphasise that a cultural practice like photography -contrary to Morgenthau's assertion -is not incidental; it can play a formative role in shaping debate in the public sphere.
In its early years, photography held for UNESCO the promise of a visual culture that could overcome barriers of nation, language and even illiteracy. The conception of photography as a universal language was woven through the objectives and the efforts of the organisation. However, as discussed here, such an instrumentalisation of photography was not ideologically innocent. 
